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Abstract

Chemical genomics is a new research paradigm with important applications in drug discovery. It links genomic
targets with small-molecule chemistries thereby allowing for efficient target validation and lead compound identi-
fication. ACADIA’s chemical-genomics platform consists of a large and diverse small-molecule library (800,000),
a reference drug library (2,000), druggable genomic targets (>300) and a cell-based functional assay technology
(R-SATTM; Receptor Selection and Amplification Technology) that allows for ultra-high throughput screening
(>500,000 data points/week) as well as high throughput pharmacology and profiling over a wide range of targets.
Two examples are presented that illustrate the success of our chemical-genomics approach: (i) The validation of
inverse agonism at serotonin 5-HT2A receptors as an antipsychotic mechanism and the subsequent discovery of
potent and selectively acting 5-HT2A inverse agonists, currently in preclinical development, and (ii) the discovery
of the first ectopically binding subtype-selective muscarinic m1 agonist.

Abbreviations: AD, Alzheimer’s disease; GPCR, G protein coupled receptor; R-SAT, Receptor selection and
amplification technology; TIP, Target-interaction profile; uHTS, ultra high throughput screening.

Introduction

The unprecedented progress in biological sciences
during the last two decades, most recently demon-
strated by the deciphering of the human genome
(Lander, 2001; Venter, 2001), has provided scientists
with an enormous knowledge base as well as sophist-
icated research tools and technologies. Unfortunately,
the scientific progress has not yet translated into a
more efficient/productive drug discovery and develop-
ment process. In fact, during the past two decades a
trend has emerged in which fewer new chemical entit-
ies (NCEs) have entered the market (Fig. 1) despite
the fact that more resources have been allocated to
pharmaceutical research and development (R&D) (cf
Drews, 1996). In part, these opposing trends may be
explained by the increasing demands on NCEs posed
by regulatory authorities and the delay caused by the
slow drug R&D process itself (it takes 10–15 years to
proceed from the research stage to a marketed drug).

More surprisingly, it is apparent that the adoption of
new technologies in biotechnology and pharmaceut-
ical firms has led to little increase in the productivity
and quality of the discovery process. The drug discov-
ery process may even have been slowed down because
the ‘modern/rational drug discovery paradigm’ starts
with a costly and time consuming target validation
process using sophisticated genomic tools. These tools
include linkage studies that attempt to couple genetic
traits to a disease, transgenic animals in which partic-
ular genes are knocked out or knocked in, and array
technologies providing extremely complex gene ex-
pression patterns caused by various interventions. It
now appears that some drug discovery efforts may in-
volve an even greater degree of early complexity by
the addition of proteomics information (Pandey, 2000)
to help in target validation. Beyond new technologies,
new research processes are needed to increase drug
discovery productivity.
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Figure 1. New chemical entities (NCEs) approved as drugs by the FDA from 1983 – 2000. Despite the unprecedented increase in R&D
spending and a number of scientific breakthroughs in the past two decades, the number of approved new chemical entities (NCEs) has not been
increasing.

Figure 2. Chemical-genomics strategy. A massively parallel, chem-
istry driven drug discovery process in which ultra-high throughput
functional screening, high throughput pharmacology and profiling
over a wide range of targets provide a foundation for prioritization,
target validation and lead compound identification. Sophisticated
modern genomic technologies are applied after lead identification
and target selection to confirm the initial target validation. Applic-
ation of a chemical-genomics approach as opposed to a sequential
functional genomics process for target validation and drug discov-
ery shortens the time from target identification to candidate drug by
about 50%.

Chemical-genomics

A new drug discovery paradigm, chemical genomics
(or chemogenomics), can be used to speed up drug dis-
covery while still efficiently exploiting the information
offered by modern genomic technologies (cf. Willson,
2001; Caron, 2001; Landro, 2000 and Lenz, 2000).
The chemical-genomics approach involves the identi-
fication of small-molecule tool compounds and their
use to establish the function of genomic targets and
the involvement of targets in pathophysiology, thereby
validating targets as worthy of drug discovery efforts.
In order for a chemical-genomics effort to succeed
one needs access to a technology platform that allows
for massively parallel screening of large and diverse
small-compound libraries over all relevant genomic
drug targets (Fig. 2). Such an effort will link comple-
mentary areas in genomic and chemical space, that is,
identify small-molecule ligands that interact with the
various targets. The next step is to assay selectivity and
thus identify the compounds that interact selectively
with only one of the targets. Such target-specific small
molecules can then be used as research tools to probe
and establish the function of the individual targets.
Scientists have been using tool compounds to elucid-
ate biochemical and pharmacological mechanisms for
more than a century (Drews, 2000 and Triggle, 2000).
Although many tool compounds were believed to be
acting specifically, we now recognize that they often
interacted with a variety of targets that were known or
unknown at that time. The difference is that we now
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have access to all the targets of interest and, there-
fore, can truly assess the target specificity of the tool
compounds.

A productive chemical-genomics platform

ACADIA has built a uniquely broad and product-
ive chemical-genomics platform (Fig. 3). It consists
of two chemical libraries, the diverse compound lib-
rary (800,000 compounds) and the evidence-based
compound library (2000 drugs), and a large number
(>300) of genomic targets. These targets belong to
gene families known to be druggable, GPCRs (G pro-
tein coupled receptors) and nuclear receptors, as well
as many other gene families like intracellular kinases
whose potential as drug targets is less exploited. The
link between these chemistries and these genomic tar-
gets is provided by our functional assay technology,
Receptor Selection and Amplification Technology (R-
SATTM), (Messier, 1995) which is essentially univer-
sally applicable and provides us with uHTS (ultra-high
throughput screening), high throughput pharmacology
and profiling capabilities (Croston, 2002).

Our assay technology, R-SAT (Fig. 4), is at the
heart of our chemical-genomics platform. It harnesses
the molecular steps that drive oncogenic cell growth
to provide a convenient and homogenous read-out for
drug and gene screening assays. Our scientists have
engineered cells so that a vast array of genetically-
defined drug targets can be linked to genes that control
oncogenic cellular growth. It is important to note,
however, that this engineering process does not alter
the drug target but only co-opts the downstream sig-
naling pathway of a drug target. Drug interactions with
targets in R-SAT assays are measured as an increase or
decrease in cell growth (regardless of the native sig-
naling pathway). All assays are performed on targets
in their native, non-mutated state, so that drug-target
interactions occur in an environment similar to the
normal cellular milieu.

In the simplest version of R-SAT, a gene repres-
enting a desired drug target is transiently transfected
into a large batch of cultured cells. These cells are
exposed to individually plated, small-molecule com-
pounds. Agonists for the drug target induce partial
oncogenic cellular transformation. This release from
contact inhibition results in explosive cell growth in
cells expressing the target while all other cells remain
quiescent. Cells expressing the target are, thus, se-
lected and amplified when exposed to an agonist. In

many cases, drug targets exhibit constitutive activity
in this system and oncogenic cell growth is accelerated
in the absence of a ligand (merely upon expression of
the target alone in these cells). In this manner orphan
receptors can be readily assayed. Under these condi-
tions, inverse agonists can be identified by their ability
to suppress constitutive activity. Alternately, neutral
antagonists can be identified in R-SAT by their ability
to block the actions of agonists and inverse agonists.
Thus, R-SAT returns the full spectrum of potential
pharmacologic activities using one asssy system.

Multiple drug targets can be screened simultan-
eously using R-SAT. As depicted in Figure 4, cells
can be transiently transfected with sets of genes for
desired drug targets. An agonist interaction with any
one of the targets in the mix will induce oncogenic
growth in those cells containing a drug-specific target
while the other cells that do not contain this target
will not grow. Simple deconvolution using individual
target assays determines which of the targets in the
multiplex is driving the agonist interaction. In this way
large numbers of drug targets can be screened against
large numbers of compounds adding to the ultra-high
throughput of this system.

In practice, target genes are co-transfected with
reporter genes such as beta-galactosidase. In the qui-
escent cells the reporter gene product diminshes over
time, while the number of reporter gene products
increases within the oncogenically stimulated cells.
Thus, drug/target interactions can be detected in
simple colorimetric assays or other efficient detection
systems. This application does not rely on transcrip-
tional regulation of marker genes and thus represents
a distinct and novel technology relative to the various
proprietary transcription-based reporter gene assays.

Our experience in the area of chemical genomics
is very positive. We have screened our diversity lib-
rary against over 100 genomic targets leading to the
identification of selective chemotypes for 62 targets.
These targets include a wide variety of GPCRs and
nuclear receptors. Our efforts have already generated
16 projects and programs resulting from solid target
validations and identified selective lead chemistries.
To illustrate this success two case stories are reviewed
below. The first describes a successful attempt to
find target specific chemistries in an area where oth-
ers have failed. The specific chemistries discovered
are currently being used to validate the function of
the muscarinic m1 receptor and its involvement in
various disease states. The second example describes
how we applied our chemical-genomics platform to
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Figure 3. A chemical-genomics platform that allows for rapid target validation and lead identification. Its key-components are briefly described
below. Diverse compound library: Approximately 800,000 small-molecule individual compounds collected from about 100 different sources
for uHTS. The library is being modified and expanded based on chemical diversity considerations and empirical screening data. Evidence-based
library: A comprehensive collection (>2000) of compounds with known clinical CNS effects and a wide range of clinical uses. Genomic targets:
a large number of genomic targets have been collected using strong internal genome mining, molecular cloning and signal transduction expertise.
Currently, more than 300 of these are on line as assays. The majority of these targets are GPCRs and nuclear receptors. R-SAT (Receptor
Selection and Amplification Technology): This technology provides rapid lead identification by integrating functional HTS, pharmacology and
profiling. It can be applied to a wide range of genomic targets and can be multiplexed such that many targets can be screened simultaneously.
See also Figure 6.

Figure 4. R-SAT is based on the principle of genetic selection: cells which express the receptor for an agonist ligand will be selected and
amplified relative to cells that do not express a receptor for the ligand. r1, r2 . . . are different transiently transfected receptors. r4 is a receptor
that is stimulated by the added ligand.
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obtain evidence-based target validation of a novel an-
tipsychotic mechanism of action and how we quickly
moved on to discover and develop a drug candidate in
this area.

Ectopically binding muscarinic m1 agonists

Based on its predominant distribution in the cereb-
ral cortex and hippocampus, areas involved in higher
order cognitive functions and in Alzheimer’s disease
(AD) pathology, the m1 muscarinic receptor subtype
appears to be the preferred target for anti-dementia
drugs. Indeed, many companies over the past 15 years
have attempted to discover and develop m1-selective
agonists. Despite initial claims to the contrary, no truly
m1 receptor selective agonist has emerged from these
efforts (Wood, 1999; Eglen, 1999).

We have identified the first truly m1-selective mus-
carinic agonists. Compounds from this chemical series
interact with a unique ectopic site involving the non-
conserved regions of the receptor in the putative 1st
and 7th transmembrane domains. These compounds
have no agonist activity at any other muscarinic re-
ceptor or at any of a large number of receptors that
have been examined. We also have demonstrated that
compounds from this structural class suppress spon-
taneous and anticholinergic-induced locomotor activ-
ity in mice but do not induce cholinergically-mediated,
side-effects (e.g., salivation) in these animals unlike
other muscarinic agonists. These compounds currently
are being optimized and will be considered for future
development as anti-dementia agents aimed at treat-
ing the behavioral impairments associated with AD.
As part of our chemical-genomics effort we also use
our m1 specific agonists as pharmacological tool com-
pounds in relevant disease models to fully explore the
therapeutic potential of drugs with this unique profile.

Our lead compound in the muscarinic program,
AC-42 (Fig. 5), was identified by functional (R-SAT)
screening of our diversity library (Spalding, 2002).
The reason why we successfully identified an m1-
specific agonist while big pharmaceutical firms re-
peatedly failed is most likely related to differences in
screening protocols. Since our assay was functional
we could detect agonist activity regardless of the site
of interaction between the receptor and the small-
molecule agonist. In contrast, the pharmaceutical
firms used radioligand binding assays and screened
for affinity, not function. Hence, they were unable
to find ectopically binding agonists because the ra-

dioligands used interacted with conserved regions in
the muscarinic receptors. As stated above, our m1-
specific agonists interact with an ectopic site that is not
conserved in the muscarinic family and is physically
distinct from the binding site utilized by acetylcholine
and other classical muscarinic agonists.

Evidence-based target validation

Because the currently used drugs were discovered
before research tools had been developed to enable
rigorous assessment of target specificity, most of the
marketed drugs have non-selective pharmacological
profiles. This means that by establishing what targets
each of these drugs interact with and by comparing
these data with their clinical effects one might be able
to correlate target interactions with clinical effects.
Since this appeared to be an attractive alternative ap-
proach to traditional target validation and as we knew
that we had created a technology platform that allowed
us to profile a large number of drugs over a large num-
ber of genomic targets, we started to assemble a library
of clinically used drugs with a focus on those with
CNS activities (the evidence-based library). Today,
this library consists of about 2000 drugs.

High throughput profiling of the evidence-based
library (Figure 6) provided us with target-interaction
profiles (TIPs) of a large number of CNS drugs. Most
of these drugs have well-established clinical profiles
and are relatively non-specific in terms of their mode
of action. An internal database that provides access
to the TIPs now allows us to correlate specific target
interactions with clinical effects (therapeutic or side-
effects). When studying the TIPs of the antipsychotic
drug classes it became apparent that in addition to their
antagonistic interaction with dopamine D2 receptors,
almost all of these drugs are fully efficacious inverse
agonists at the serotonin 5-HT2A receptors. Even more
interesting was that the 5-HT2A inverse agonist po-
tency was particularly pronounced among the modern,
atypical antipsychotic agents (Weiner, 2001). Having
obtained this initial validation of the 5-HT2A inverse
agonist mechanism we embarked on an antipsychotic
drug discovery project. uHTS using assays configured
to detect the natural constitutive activity of the 5-HT2A

receptor provided a wealth of chemistries with inverse
efficacy at 5-HT2A. This allowed us to pick a chemical
starting point for a discovery program on the basis of
potency, efficacy, specificity, drug-likeness, synthetic
(combinatorial) feasibility and patentability. One of
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Figure 5. Chemical structure of the m1 selective agonist AC-42 the non-selective muscarinic agonist, carbachol (CCh) and the endogenous
muscarinic ligand acetylcholine (ACh) and agonist activity of AC-42 on the m1 (�), m2 (�), m3 (�), m4 (�) and m5 (�) muscarinic receptor
subtypes. Assays were carried out using R-SAT. Points represent the mean of duplicate determinations. Data are typical of over 10 experiments.
Typical pEC50 values for carbachol in this assay are (mean +/- S.D.): m1: 6.1 +/- 0.2; m2: 6.4 +/- 0.4; m3: 6.4 +/- 0.2; m4: 6.5 +/- 0.3; m5: 6.3
+/- 0.5 (From Spalding, 2002).

Figure 6. Heat map of Target Interaction Profiles (TIPs) resulting from high throughput profiling of 250 CNS-active drugs against monoam-
inergic GPC receptors (data reflect potencies as agonists and antagonists or inverse agonists at these receptors). The targets studied include 10
serotonin, 8 adrenergic, 5 muscarinic, 4 dopaminergic and 3 histaminergic receptors. Full dose response curves were generated to determine
the drug potencies. Color coding: red = potency < 10nM, orange = potency between 10 and 100 nM, yellow = potency between 100 nM and
1000 nM, black indicates potency less than 1000 nM or no activity.
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Figure 7. Antipsychotic-like behavioral effect of AC-90179, head twitch score as a function of AC-90179 dose, and the chemical structure of
AC-90179. Filled triangles, AC-90179 or vehicle in combination with 2.5 mg/kg DOI; filled circle, vehicle dosed alone. Each point represents
the mean (n = 8-24), and vertical lines represent standard error of the mean. Asterisks indicate statistical significance (p < 0.05) compared with
the respective vehicle control. (From Weiner, 2001).

the confirmed hits, AC-90179, fulfilled most of these
criteria and was selected as a starting point for op-
timization efforts. In fact, the potency and specificity
of AC-90179 allowed us to use it for pharmacolo-
gical validation of the 5-HT2A hypothesis in a pivotal
psychosis model (Fig 7). Optimization of AC-90179
provided ACP-103, a development candidate which is
currently in IND-track development.

Conclusions

Chemical genomics is a practical and powerful ap-
proach to drug discovery that allows one to fo-
cus resources on druggable targets where chemistries
are available that enable both target validation and
uniquely efficient drug discovery efforts. However,
a truly successful chemical-genomics effort requires
access to chemistries (large and optimally diverse lib-
raries) as well as assay technologies that provide the
opportunity for functional uHTS. It is apparent that af-
finity screening is suboptimal as it is unable to identify
ectopically binding chemistries and does not allow for
screening of orphan receptors. Having the requisite
technologies available in house, we have demonstrated
that a small organization which applies a chemical-
genomics approach can be very productive. Since
1997, our efforts have resulted in 16 drug discov-

ery projects/programs, three of which are already in
development.
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